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An Application of the Finite Element Approximation

Method to Find the Complex Zeros of the

Modified Bessel Function Kn(z)

By K. V. Leung and S. S. Ghaderpanah*

Abstract.   Using a finite element approximation, an iterative optimization scheme is

described to find the z zeros of Kniz) for fixed order n.   Two computer programs

have been implemented to find the complex zeros with a computational accuracy of

either 13 or 27 significant digits.   The optimization scheme described in the paper

may also be readily applied to find real and complex zeros of an arbitrary function

with real and complex coefficients.   Neither its accuracy nor its efficiency is affected

by the number of the roots of the function.

1.  Introduction.  In investigation of wave propagation and scattering in an elastic

medium, the modified Bessel functions of the second kind Kn(z) are used to describe

the potentials for outgoing radiation waves which decay with distance from their

source.  If scattering problems are studied by use of integral transforms, it becomes

necessary to determine the z zeros of Kn(z) in order to locate the poles required for

inversion of the transform.

Luke [7] evaluated the zeros of Bessel functions by means of rational approxi-

mations.  Such approximations have proven useful, both as first approximations of the

zeros and as the starting point for iterative schemes that use higher-order rational ap-

proximations to yield more accurate estimates of the zeros.  The error in the rational

approximations for Kn(z) is treated by Fields [3] and Luke [8], [9].

Other methods have also been employed successfully [12].  Olver [10] evaluated

zeros of Bessel functions of large order using uniform asymptotic expansions.   For the

case of Hankel functions, this work has been extended by Cochran and Hoffspiegel

[1].  Based on the McMahon and Olver expansions, Döring [2] derived a method for

the evaluation of complex zeros of cylinder functions.

By tracing the argument of Kn(z) along the four sides of a square, and using a

double linear interpolation, Pames [12] has given an iterative scheme to obtain the

complex z zeros of Kn(z) for fixed integer orders n = 2, 3,... ,,10.  The scheme con-

sists of generating a sequence of squares whose sides are reduced by a reduction factor

of 0.1 at each iteration.  If the double linear interpolation could ensure that a complex
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zero would always be within these squares, each reduction in the size of the square

would yield a further significant figure in the location of the zeros.

In the following section a finite element method for finding the complex z zeros

of Kn(z) is proposed. The method compares favorably with Parnes's iterative scheme

insofar as its rate of convergence, computational accuracy and efficiency are concerned.

It also compares favorably with other iterative methods such as Ward's downhill meth-

od [14] and Frank's quadratic approximation method [4].

2.  Formulas and Method.  The modified Bessel function of the second kind is

defined as follows:

1 n-1 (n-r-l)\/2\"-2r

2 ,=n r. \.z/
0)

where

with

+("ir ' JW^ (T"Hd -\m+'>+*<"+-+01i •

i    i i
*(« +r + 1)= 1 +- + - + ••• +-7    and    *(l) = -7

2     3 n + r

r  m    1 -,
7 =   lim      L 7 ~ ln(w)

m->~

= 0.57721 56649 01532 86060 65120 90082 40243 10421 . . .        [13].

Let

(2) Fixx, x2) = [Rixx,x2)]2 + [Iixx, x2)]2 > 0,

where Rixx, x2) and /(x,, x2) are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of Kniz)

withz = xx + ix2.

The problem of finding the z zeros of Kniz) may be reduced to determination of

xx and jc2 to minimize F(xx, x2). The proposed method of finding the minimum of

F(x1, x2) is described in Appendix I.  This method starts with an arbitrarily chosen

initial point (x° x2) and generates a sequence of further points Qc\, x\), . . . ,

(jCj,atj).. • •. that converges to a point where F(xj, x2) is minimal. At each iteration

F(jCj, x2) is approximated by a quadratic function F*ixx, x2), and the next point of

the sequence is chosen as the point where F*(jc,, x2) is minimal.

3. Results and Observations. All calculations were undertaken on a CDC 6400

computer.  A Fortran program, using double-precision arithmetic, was able to perform

the calculations to an accuracy of 27 significant figures.  However, as complex double-

precision operations are not available in standard programming languages, the real and
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imaginary parts of Kniz) had to be evaluated by the following formulas:

Real:

I»-' in-r- IV /p\2r~"
^) = :Z  C"!/--r-^f-) cos(2r-«)ö

2 r=0 r! \z /

,=o/-!(r + n)!  \2/

fp\    (|f(r+ 1)    i//(r + « + l)

2r+n

IK)-
']

cos(2r + n)0 - 0 sin(2r + n)0\,

Imaginary:

It1'.    .„(«-'■- l)!/p^2'"""

2r+n

i "z,1 in - r - ii: /p\*" "
/(*) -;£.(-1/-— U)        *i0r - nV

¿ r—o "• * ¿ '

1 r%r\ir + n)\\2)

(r   /P\     *(»• + O     Hr + n + 1)1 r
• j  lnf - J - —- - —--\ sin(2r + n)6 + 0 cos(2r + n)B\,

where p and 0 are the modulus and argument of z, respectively.  The complex zeros

of Kniz) were determined for integer order n = 2(1)10 and are shown in Table II.  At

these zeros, F(x,, x2), as defined by (2), is of the order of 10~ss.

Table I

Coordinates of the nodes, and the values ofa0, ax, a2 at these nodes

,<i,j> (i.j) U,j) •i'11 ,(i,j) (i.j)

,(0,0)

,(1,1)

,(2,2)

,(0,1)

,(0,2)

,d,2)

1 1 3

(1.1) (0,0) r
x                   xl

(2.2) (0,0)
«1 =  Xl

(0,1) (0,0) It
«j - X2 ♦   §h

(0,2) (0,0)
*1 =   Xl

(1,2) (0,0)   ^  l,r
"l =  "l +  2h

(1.1) (0,0)
K2             ■  X2

(2.2) _      (0,0)   x  .

(0,1) (0,0)

2 2

(0,2) (0,0) l.r
K2 =  x2 +  jh

(1,2) (0,0) l,r
*2 ■ X2 + 2*

It appears that the required number of iterations, and hence the amount of CPU

time required to obtain the zeros of Kniz), is very sensitive to changes in the reduction

factor X of the size of the finite elements.   Starting from an initially chosen point

where x, = -1.3 and x7 = 0.5, and with values of the reduction factor chosen as
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Table II

The real parts Riz) and imaginary parts /(z) of

the complex zeros of Kniz) with n = 2(1)10

n R(z)

2 -1.2813737976560961788181317913
3 -1.6817888017158151617221805216
1 -1.97816186316590702"1700112321
1 -2.6286711679571212189239356978
5 -2.2186262716398760166991398972
5 -3.1351328117016131221102221695
6 -2.1231013880011252372669320326
6 -3.5510979010000786787689256191
6 -3.9615580702513101860650878072
7 -2.6031262658681676073605916898
7 -3.9081257398031831786111725236
7 -1.5126267771997091289213631516
8 -2.7641129773113122211717067019
8 -1.2231522789550338555580128982
8 -1.9882787925531101790986131513
8 -5.2907612925991179853857895222
9 -2.9105821231361973611127863752
9 -I.5O6I659155202975III91775122I
9 -5.1097171175100236316635820253
9 -5.8665511666851772591112131577

10 -3.0152931989589189096726573810
10 -1.7618153733729039927675961572
10 -5.7900271611796772769369101588
10 -6.3783919707911569023306522990
10 -6.6181818817079360692156212008

±I(z)

1.2918196520871968779577281110
1.3O8O12O32273919O396502281389
2.2013719815168711802301895162
1.3269661862177816518521769588
3.1130829119859181932021599078
1.3038823977137057333868902112
1.0309615812693082518160866112
2.1831951775778858208912180135
1.3331510861173783228197193619
1.9559696065385237377916517292
3.0708717702188955667126782799
1.3027788116202115155997188105
5.8867128822557099755500071015
3.9650659693871916655130012023
2.1770827161789907589102679513
1.3357769522100718175850727130
6.8221903311329512927258712281
1.8652071132637217619511918277
3.0565112393131597827519120928
1.3023283269981807531615329321
7.7616556708715682219592817911
5.7705555987099768175527129057
3.9109726157692168366207106587
2.1712185862026651802191073802
1.3368620578620986160836833209

0.5, 0.25, 0.025, and 0.0001, a zero of KJz) is found after 45, 23, 13, and 7 itera-

tions, respectively. The effects of the reduction factor X on the number of iterations

and CPU time are shown in Figures II and III.

Figure 1

Finite right-angled triangular element Ar associated with Xr = ix\, x2)
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Figure II

Dependence of number of iterations on the reduction factor

for the step size of the finite element

0.1        0.2        0.3        0.4 0.5

«EDUCTION FACTOR FOR THE SIZE OF THE FINITE ELEMENTS

Figure IB

Dependence of CPU time on the reduction factor for the

step size of the finite element

A second computer program, also written in Fortran, but using single-precision

arithmetic has been tested.  This program, which is four times faster than the previous

version, provides computations to only 13 significant digits.
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Appendix I

The Finite Element Algorithm.   The algorithm described here is based on a

sequence of quadratic surface-fitting problems.  At each stage of minimization, the

objective function Fixx, x2) is approximated by a quadratic form over the finite ele-

ment region about the current minimum point.  Zlámal [16] has proved the exis-

tence and uniqueness of such a quadratic polynomial.  Each finite element is a right-

angle triangle, with nodes at the vertices and midpoints of each side.  Ghaderpanah

[5] has generalized this technique and applied it in higher-dimensional minimization

problems.

Iteration Steps.   1.  Set r = 0.  A starting point Xo = (x°x, x2) and a step size

h° are given.

2. Select the vertices ß(,''\ / = 0, 1, 2, for the right-angle triangle Ar accord-

ing to the following scheme:

ß(i,i) = (<7(o,o) + ^i?(o,o)))

Q(2,2) = iqi0,0)q<ß,0) + hr)

and determine the side midpoints as follows:

g(i,*)= ft[Q(x'x) + Q(k,k)],      0<l<k<2.

Figure I illustrates the construction of the element about the point Xr.

3. Compute the nodal values f0>/) at the six nodes Q^i,,\ i.e.,

0.f)= FiQV'»),      0<í</<2.

4. Approximate F by the quadratic F* given by

F*(X) = E E F«-/W'i\ai, aj),
i= 0 j= i

where S"''', 0 </'</'< 2, are the quadratic shape functions defined by

S(''<''>(af, a¡) = 2(2 - S,y)a^. - M^ + af)

and S,y is the Kronecker delta.  The functions a¡ are the coordinate functions defined

by

a{(X) = - (xt - qi°'0)),      i =1,2,    and    a0 = 1 - a, - a2.
h

It is easy to verify that the functions S^ and a¡ satisfy the respective properties of

shape functions and natural coordinate functions given in [15].  The values of a,, at

each node are explicitly shown in Table I.   It may be shown that the quadratic F* is

continuous and interpolates F at the six nodes Q'''. i-e-,

F*(ß(i>/)) = FiQV-iï),      0 < / </ < 2.
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Moreover, the first and second partial derivatives of F and F* at g(0>°) are identical.

Therefore, the approximation is of second order over the triangular region, thus

\F(X)-F*(X)\ ^0((h")3)

for all X in Ar.

5. Determine the new approximation to the local minimum X7+x as follows:

xr+i  =^0,0) + ^      i =\,2,

where (ar0, dx, o^ ) is a stationary of F* in the natural coordinate system obtained by

solving the system of algebraic equations in the unknowns a0, arx and a2 given by

oF* dF*_.„, __ = 0, «+«+.4.,.

The solution of this system is given by:

<*1  = (^2 2 -^112)/A <*2  = iB2All  -Bl¿2l)lD

and o^ = 1 - c/j - o^, where D = AXXA22 -AX2A2X and

AX1 =f(o,o)_2/r(o,i) +F(i,i)j

A22 =jp(o,o)_2F(o,2)+i<2,2))

AX2 =A2X =F^'0)-F^'X)-F^^+F^X'2\

Bx = 3^0,0) _F(o,i) + 1/4F(i,i))

B2 =3/4/K0,0)_F(0,2) + 1/4F(2,2)

Let 5' be the distance between the solution X = (xx, x2) and the point Xr = (x\, x2),

i.e., Sr = \\Xr - X\\. It may be shown by use of the Taylor series expansion of F that

for sufficiently small 8r, 8r+x is reduced to 0((6r)2).

6. Termination Criterion and Convergence. Let 0 < X < 1, be a predetermined

reduction factor for the step size. Define the step size hr+ x for the next iteration as

follows:

W   if Xr is inside Ar, i.e., 0 < a£, clx, ar2 < 1,

hr      if otherwise.

Terminate the process if hr+x <ex or

F(Xr+ x) - F(Xr) < e2    and    \\Xr+ x - JTIK e3,

where the nonzero scalars e,, e2 and e3 are predetermined minimal improvement,

minimal step length and minimal step size, respectively. Otherwise, accept the new

point Xr+ x, set r = r + 1 and repeat from step 2.
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